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Background  
 
A Pre-bid conference was held for FE02 051 0041 B0002R, CID #162983 in Frankfort, 
Kentucky (Dist. 5).   
  
Present: 
KYTC 
Evan Dick KYTC David Steele KYTC 
 
Contractors 
Ronald Boyd ABHB & Svoboda Rob Agee E & B Paving, Inc. 
Judy Harp Judy C. Harp Co. Hunter Judy Hall Contracting 
John Crace II Intech Contracting Tyler Schoborg Evers Steel 
 
Others 
Rick Younce KTC Mike Lawler Stantec 
Alan Farmer Stantec Craig Klusman AECOM 
 
 
 
A. Pre-Bid Conference 
 
The meeting was convened at 1:30 P.M (Eastern Time) by Evan Dick of KYTC.  
 
  
Question and Answer 
 
Q: Judy Harp from Judy C. Harp Co. asked if the 46’ long angle that is to be installed had 
to be continuous.  
A: Craig Klusman stated yes, but if the contractor wanted to submit a proposal to splice 
two pieces for this angle they would have to get it approved by the engineer. 
 
Q: Judy Harp from Judy C. Harp Co. stated that their supplier has told them it would be 
difficult to get the angle as one piece and asked if they would entertain having a splice. 
A: Evan Dick stated yes, but it would have to be approved. 
 
Q: Judy Harp from Judy C. Harp Co. asked if there is to be a joint replacement over the 
rockers. 
A: Mike Lawler stated no. 



  
Q: Judy Harp from Judy C. Harp Co. asked if removing and replacing the expansion joint 
is to be done later.  
A: Mike Lawler stated that the replacement is in another contract and should not be in 
this project.  
 
Q: Tyler Schoborg from Evers Steel stated that he thought there was a set of plans from 
AECOM regarding adding angles to the girder bridge. 
A: Evan Dick stated that it is on page 19 of the proposal and Mike Lawler stated there are 
a set of plans also.   
 
Q: Tyler Schoborg from Evers Steel asked if there was anything else not applicable other 
than the removing and replacement of the expansion joint. 
A: Mike Lawler stated no. 
 
Q: John Crace II from Intech Contracting stated that they also reference the joint 
replacement in the notes on the last page of the plans. 
A: Mike Lawler stated to delete it. 
 
Q: Tyler Schoborg from Evers Steel stated that he did not see a note regarding the finish 
coat and asked if that was a 2 or 3 coat system or if it is just being primed. 
A: Mike Lawler stated there is a paint note on page 2 of the plans. Evan Dick stated that 
there is a note on page 18 of the proposal and section 3.27 also addresses the coatings. 
 
Q: Tyler Schoborg from Evers Steel asked if he understood correctly there will be no 
finish coat and just prime coat. 
A: Evan Dick stated yes. 
 
Q: Tyler Schoborg from Evers Steel asked if the federal paint number would be provided. 
A: Evan Dick stated yes. 
 
Q: Ronald Boyd from ABHB & Svoboda asked if he could get a copy of the sign in 
sheet. 
A: Evan Dick stated yes. 
 
 
 
Meeting was adjourned at approximately 1:55 P.M. 
 
 
Minutes submitted by: Rick Younce   
 
Approved by: Evan Dick  


